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Executive Summary 
This contract supported Phase I of a Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR)  

STTR project involving Lodestar Research Corporation and the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL).  

The coupling of intense radiofrequency waves to the edge plasma of a fusion 
device produces strong nonlinear interactions with the plasma and surrounding material 
walls. These effects must be controlled in order to protect the antenna and to obtain 
efficient heating of the core plasma. The goal of the STTR project was to develop the 
first quantitative numerical simulation of this problem for use in antenna design and 
experimental interpretation. This involved the development and coupling of two codes 
that treat plasma evolution on different time scales, the slow transport time scale (the 
SOLT code developed at Lodestar) and the fast radiofrequency time scale (the 
MORRFIC antenna code developed at ORNL). 
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Our Phase I work under this contract accomplished the following research 
objectives: 

a) development of an rf sheath-plasma boundary condition for use in codes 
describing the antenna launch and propagation of radiofrequency (rf) waves; 

b) modification of the MORRFIC 2D antenna code to model a typical fusion-
relevant antenna (from the C-Mod tokamak): the code was configured to describe 
the physics of wave launch in the (radial, toroidal) and (radial, poloidal) planes 
and was generalized to test the effect of a “vacuum sheath” BC on the rf field 
solutions and to calculate the spatial distribution of the sheath and ponderomotive 
potentials. 

c) modification of the SOLT scrape-off-layer (SOL) 2D turbulence and transport 
code to include nonlinear rf physics (rf sheath convection, ponderomotive effects) 
on the slow transport time scale. 

d) testing of the “open-loop” coupling of the MORRFIC and SOLT codes: the 
density profile from SOLT and the sheath potential profile from MORRFIC were 
iterated once by hand to establish the feasibility of iterating these codes to obtain 
the self-consistent density profile and rf wave profiles in the SOL. 

 
Thus, the Phase I work was successful in meeting all the proposed technical 

objectives. A Phase II proposal was submitted to the DOE SBIR-STTR office and 
received excellent technical reviews but was not funded. 
 The technical work carried out under this contract was described in more detail in 
two papers presented at the 16th Topical Conference on Radio Frequency Power in 
Plasmas, Park City, Utah, April 11-13, 2005. These papers will be published in AIP 
Conference Proceedings and are attached as Appendices to this final report. 

 
Appendix A:   
“Integrated Codes for ICRF-Edge Plasma Interactions,” D. A. D’Ippolito, J. R. Myra, D. 
A. Russell, and M. D. Carter, presented at the 16th Topical Conference on Radio 
Frequency Power in Plasmas. 

 
Appendix B:   
“Fusion Antenna Analysis Using the Modular Oak Ridge RF Integration Code 
(MORRFIC), M. D. Carter, D. A. D’Ippolito, J. R. Myra and D. A. Russell, presented at 
the 16th Topical Conference on Radio Frequency Power in Plasmas. 
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Abstract. Progress towards a suite of integrated codes for computing the mutual interaction of 
ICRF antennas with the turbulent scrape-off-layer (SOL) plasma is described. The rf waves are 
calculated by the 2D MORRFIC antenna code, modified to include a vacuum sheath boundary 
condition; the SOL profiles are evolved using the SOLT 2D turbulence code, modified to 
include nonlinear sheath and ponderomotive physics. The SOLT code includes the physics of 2D 
turbulence, blob transport, rf convection, and ponderomotive density depletion. Iteration of these 
codes to convergence would provide self-consistent solutions for the density and the rf waves. 
Finally, an rf sheath boundary condition is described, which permits an iterative solution for rf 
fields at the boundary and the associated sheath potential and sheath power dissipation. Physics 
results and future plans for code integration are discussed.  

Keywords:  ICRF, rf  sheath convection, ponderomotive effects,  SOL turbulence and transport 
PACS:  52.50.Qt, 52.40.Fd, 52.40.Kh, 52.35.Mw, 52.35.Ra 

INTRODUCTION 

An outstanding problem in ICRF modeling is to make quantitative predictions of 
nonlinear ICRF antenna-plasma interactions, including rf sheath, ponderomotive force 
(PF) and parametric decay effects. (A review of these effects and their importance is 
given in Ref. [1].) Accurate estimates of these effects require a self-consistent 
treatment of the rf waves and the plasma. For example, predicting antenna loading, 
local rf fields, and sheath interactions requires a knowledge of the SOL density profile 
and the particle flux to the antenna, but the density profile is strongly influenced by 
nonlinear rf effects such as rf-sheath-induced convection [2] and ponderomotive 
density expulsion [3]. The density profile can also be strongly affected by turbulence 
and blob transport (as reviewed in Ref. [4]). Thus, a quantitative study should include 
the mutual interactions of linear and nonlinear ICRF physics with SOL turbulence, 
including scattering of ICRF waves off turbulent density fluctuations (blobs), and the 
effect of the rf-induced sheared flow layers and currents on the underlying turbulence.  

The goal of the present work is to develop an integrated suite of 2D codes for 
making quantitative prediction of ICRF antenna-plasma interactions and for studying 
the interplay between rf waves and SOL turbulence. The rf fields launched by the 
antenna are computed by the 2D antenna code MORRFIC [5]. This code can be run in 
(x,z) geometry (here, x,y,z refer to the radial, poloidal, and toroidal directions) to 
compute the sheath voltage Vsh(x,y) at the boundaries or the ponderomotive potential 
Ψ(x,y,z) along each field line. The poloidal dependence is included by summing over 
poloidal harmonics of the antenna spectrum. In (x,y) geometry, the code can 



investigate wave scattering off a turbulent density distribution n(x,y) [5]. The SOL 
profiles are computed by the Scrape-Off-Layer Turbulence (SOLT) code, originally 
developed to study turbulent blob transport [6], but now modified to include the 
nonlinear rf physics. The density n(x,y) from SOLT, and the rf fields and the nonlinear 
rf terms from MORRFIC, can be iterated to obtain a self-consistent solution. This has 
been tested by hand and will be automated in the next stage of code development. 

SOL PHYSICS 

The physics of the SOLT code is illustrated by the following vorticity equation: 
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where ∇⋅+∂∂= vt/dt/d . (In our 2D SOL model, this equation must be averaged 
along the field lines.) The first term is the divergence of the ion polarization current, 
important in describing rf-sheath-driven convection [2]. The next term is the 
divergence of the parallel current. Integrated along the field line and matched to the dc 
sheath boundary condition (BC) ensuring quasineutrality, this term becomes [7] 
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where <Q> denotes the field-line average of Q,  υ = (mi/2πme)1/2 ,  ξ = ZeVsh/T, and 
T ≡ Te. The “rectified potential” Φ0 of 1D sheath theory is obtained by setting 〈J||〉 = 0 
to obtain )(I)T/exp( 00 ξυ=Φ . In our SOL simulations, the rf convection is driven by 
setting Φ = Φ0 at the antenna. Here, Vsh(x,y) can be an analytic function (see [2]) or 
the MORRFIC code result. Equation (2) allows a smooth transition from the rf sheath 
regime (ξ >> 1) near the antenna to the Bohm sheath regime (ξ ∼ 1) in the turbulent 
zone. The third term in Eq. (1) is the curvature drive for the instabilities that drive the 
turbulence. The saturated turbulence produces 2D “blobs” (or filaments along B) of 
enhanced density, which convect outwards at a velocity B/bc Φ∇×=v  determined 
by the vorticity equation [4]. The final term in Eq. (1) describes the drift current due to 
an external force F = Fi + Fe (e.g. the PF and neutral frictional forces).  

In general, the charge balance in Eq. (1) must be supplemented by equations for 
conservation of particles, energy, parallel current and momentum. In the simplest 
system (considered here), only conservation of charge, particles and energy are 
considered, but more complete models can be treated by the same algorithms. To 
include PF density expulsion, one can solve the parallel momentum equation 
analytically in the limit of isothermal temperatures and rapid parallel electron motion 
past the antenna (compared to other time scales) to obtain  
 ( )[ ]ie0 TT/expnn +Ψ−=  , (3) 
where ( )2e||e m2/Eem ω=Ψ  is the ponderomotive potential calculated in the 
MORRFIC code. PF physics has not yet been implemented in the SOLT code. 

The SOLT-MORRFIC code suite was tested for a model of the C-Mod antenna, 
including the poloidal limiters (PL), bumper tiles (BT) and Faraday screen (FS). The 



 
 
FIGURE 1.  Snap-shots of electrostatic potential φ and plasma density n as functions of radial and 
poloidal variables, r and y respectively, from the SOLT simulation based on the MORRFIC sheath 
potential calculated after one iteration. LH denotes the lower hybrid resonance, based on the initial 
density profile. Arrows denoting the convecting Ε×Β velocity overlay the φ plot, where E = −∇φ.  The 
notation in the figure differs slightly from the text: φ ≡ Φ and r ≡ x. 

 
edge and SOL plasmas were modeled with a particle source inside the separatrix and a 
particle sink BC (n → 0) well inside the antenna box. The numerical algorithm and 
detailed BCs will be discussed elsewhere. A single iteration of the codes by hand 
showed that (i) the equilibrium density and sheath voltage profiles changed 
significantly in one iteration step, and (ii) the rf convection significantly flattened the 
density profile in front of the antenna.  Shown in Fig. 1 is a blow-up of the SOLT 
solution for the instantaneous n(x,y,t) and Φ(x,y,t) in the region near the antenna. The 
density plot shows the existence of coherent propagating density maxima (blobs) and 
minima (holes), and the potential plots show the rf convective cell structure near the 
antenna. Notice the pronounced convection of the density blob into canals between the 
isolated vorticity cells associated with the lower hybrid resonance. Also note the large 
vorticity cell shed by the antenna, correlated with a density depression or hole. This 
figure illustrates the complex interplay between rf and turbulence that can be studied 
with this suite of codes. 

RF SHEATH BC 

Rf sheaths can substantially modify the rf fields near the boundaries. Most antenna 
codes or full-wave codes do not include this physics and use simple conducting wall 
BCs to compute the rf fields. The MORRFIC code models the sheaths as thin vacuum 
regions near the boundaries [5]. In MORRFIC, the sheath voltage Vsh is calculated by 



integrating E|| across the vacuum layer. However, this approach requires good grid 
point resolution near the boundaries and can lead to numerical instabilities. To solve 
this problem, we have recently derived an analytic rf sheath BC generalizing the 
Appendix of Ref. [8]: 
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The first relation is a jump condition expressing 0=⋅∇ D  across a thin electrostatic 
sheath layer with dielectric constant ν+=ε i1zz , where z is the direction normal to 
the sheath and t denotes the tangential component. Here, the fields E, B and D are 
defined on the plasma side of the sheath-plasma interface, and ∆ is the time-averaged 
sheath width (which is related to the sheath capacitance). In the limit ∆ → 0 the usual 
conducting wall BC (Et = 0) is recovered. The sheath voltage and width  are related by  
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respectively. These relations imply the nonlinear scaling ∆ ∼ Ez3. Finally, the sheath 
dissipation parameter ν ≡ Im(εzz) is defined as 
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where ξ = ZeV/Te, h(ξ) = (0.5 + 0.3 ξ)/(1 + ξ) is a form factor connecting known 
results in the limits ξ << 1 and ξ >> 1, and Psh is the sheath power dissipation [7] (the 
flux of ions into the sheath × the ion energy gain in the sheath). An rf field solution 
incorporating Eqs. (4) - (6) can be iterated to obtain a self-consistent solution for the rf 
fields, sheath voltage, and power dissipation. Note that this procedure gives the local 
distribution of the sheath effects on material surfaces, so that problem locations (e.g. 
“hot spots”) can be identified, as well as global quantities computed (e.g. total sheath 
power dissipation). A related BC has been considered for plasma processing [9]. It is 
planned to test our sheath iteration procedure in both antenna and full-wave codes. 
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Abstract.
Nonlinear and small scale effects occur in the RF near-field region of fusion antennas, includ-

ing sheaths, ponderomotive effects, and gas build-up to self-generate plasma. Integrated modules in
MORRFIC can estimate the importance of, and interplay between, these various effects. Modules
include a linear RF Maxwell solver with plasma variations across and along field lines. Solutions
from this module can be used to estimate ponderomotive effects, sheath driving terms, and colli-
sional dissipation. Other modules can be iterated with these solutions to study plasma transport.
Transport models include SOLT, which models the effect of RF fields on turbulent radial plasma
transport, and a weakly-ionized two-dimensional model of collisional transport in RF self-generated
plasma. The geometry allows azimuthally symmetric perfectly conducting boundary conditions and
complex dielectrics, including a local plasma dielectric tensor. 3-D antenna structures can be mod-
eled using Fourier analysis. A sheath mask is implemented to allow different non-linear sheath
models to be included, and diagnostics are available to estimate non-linear effects.

INTRODUCTION
Models of nonlinear RF effects in the plasma edge must allow power to flow throughout
the system, while simultaneously resolving very small sheath layers near solid surfaces.
In lieu of a fully non–linear three–dimensional model of an entire tokamak with plasma,
we describe progress that we have made using a system that allows three–dimensional
antenna geometries with two–dimensional variations for the plasma and other dielectric
materials. Two cases are considered. The first is the formation of RF driven sheaths on
lateral protection in the near–field region of the antenna. The second is the effect of
density perturbations in the edge plasma caused by turbulence or convective cells that
do not conform to the flux structure of the equilibrium magnetic field. The Modular Oak
Ridge RF Integration Code (MORRFIC) is used to model both cases.

In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of performing these calculations in real-
istic 2D geometries. We show the importance of modeling a sheath gap to consider local
damage caused by rectified RF voltage. We also show the effects of RF, or turbulence–
driven, convective cells on the RF propagation. Throughout the paper, we consider an
RF frequency of 80 MHz and attempt to use parameters that that are relevant to the
C–Mod experiment.

MORRFIC is a FORTRAN 95 code that integrates various physics–based models. The
main program sets up geometry features in cylindrical coordinates including ceramic or
metallic structures, the computational grid, the magnetic field, and various options for
determining the plasma density and composition. The code allows iteration between the
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FIGURE 1. MORRFIC integrates physics–based FORTRAN95 modules allowing allows easy nonlin-
ear iteration.

modules to consider nonlinear effects as shown schematically in Figure 1.
Present modules include a cold plasma dielectric for RF solutions on a staggered

mesh[1], a 2D diffusive transport model, a rudimentary model using the RF power de-
position with neutral gas to provide a plasma source term for the 2D transport equations,
and a sheath masking utility to analyze the boundaries between plasma and solid objects.

RADIAL-TOROIDAL MODELING OF LATERAL PROTECTION
To model field lines intercepting the conducting lateral protection of an RF antenna, the
MORRFIC code is run in a “screw pinch” geometry. For this case, the first step has been
taken toward integrating the RF calculation with a radial density profile obtained from
the SOLT[2] code. The SOLT code computes a radial density profile from RF voltages in
the scrape–off region. MORRFIC then uses this profile to calculate RF sheath voltages
suitable for feedback to SOLT, as shown in the two left–most pictures of Figure 2.

If the linear plasma dielectric is continued all the way to the conducting surface, the
RF sheath is shorted out, as shown in the center–right picture of Figure 2. However,
surrounding conductors by a uniform vacuum layer allows the fields in the RF sheath
region to be enhanced by nearly three orders of magnitude, as shown in the right–most
picture of Figure 2.

The lower hybrid resonance also plays a role in the near–field structure as shown in the
two left–most pictures of Figure 3. These effects appear in the ponderomotive potential,
which was calculated for with no static poloidal magnetic field, as shown in the center–
right picture of Figure 3. These potentials are much lower than the electron temperature
on the core–plasma side of the lower hybrid resonance, but can become large in the
low–density regions where the plasma does not short out the parallel electric field.

A static poloidal magnetic field was also added, indicated by the penetration of E2
z

deep into the plasma as shown in the right–most picture of Figure 3. Note that the color–
map in the right–most picture should not be interpreted as the ponderomotive potential
because the proper use of E � for finite poloidal field is not yet operational in MORRFIC.
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FIGURE 2. MORRFIC can be used in a "screw-pinch" geometry to model RF lateral protection. The
radial density profile in the scrape–off–layer is obtained from the SOLT code (left), and the sheath is
modeled by a small vacuum layer around solid materials (cross–section at center–left). Allowing linear
plasma dielectric to reach the conductors shorts out the sheath fields (expanded cross–section at center–
right). However, using a small vacuum gap to model the sheath, causes a large electrostatic enhancement
of the fields in the sheath gap (expanded cross–section at right). Note the scales in the two right–most
pictures are different by almost 3 orders of magnitude.

FIGURE 3. The lower hybrid resonance leads to field peaking, especially where it intercepts the
conducting limiters, at low density for "C–Mod–like" parameters. The left–center picture shows the linear
RF power density in the screw-pinch geometry. The left is a close–up of the lateral protection. The right–
center shows the Ponderomotive potential with no static poloidal field for 1 MW of power. The far–right
shows a similar calculation with a poloidal static field, but note that the diagnostic used Ez rather than E � ,
which is required for the ponderomotive potential calculation.

RADIAL-POLOIDAL MODELING OF “BLOBS”
Localized cells of plasma that do not conform to flux surfaces, sometimes known as
blobs, can also affect the RF propagation through the edge and the RF sheaths. In Fig-
ure 4, we show the effect of adding Gaussian–shaped density perturbations in the edge
region, on the RF propagation and sheaths. To model this tokamak geometry, MORRFIC
used poloidal field coils and plasma currents to generate an equilibrium with a toroidal
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FIGURE 4. The presence of blobs of plasma that do not conform to flux surfaces can change the near-
field pattern and scatter waves. From left to right: density profiles without and with blobs, followed by the
Real part of the "Z" component of the RF electric field without and with blobs.

(azimuthal) magnetic field having 1 � R scaling. The two–dimensional diffusive transport
module was then used with ad-hoc sources and transport coefficients to generate a den-
sity profile having “C–Mod–like” parameters. The two left–most pictures in Figure 4
show the density profiles that were used, and the two right–most show the results of
the real part of the “Z” component of the electric fields for the zeroth azimuthal mode
number, with and without blobs.

CONCLUSIONS
MORRFIC can be used to study nonlinear issues of importance to the RF–edge problem
including two dimensions plus Fourier analysis for the third dimension. The basic
infrastructure is in place to calculate sheath voltages at locations where field lines
intercept RF conducting surfaces, such as the lateral protection of the antenna, in a
“screw pinch” geometry. The cylindrical coordinate system used in MORRFIC can also
be reoriented to allow studies in conventional tokamak geometry. Small sheath layers
can be analyzed near conducting surfaces, including Faraday screens. An open–loop
coupling has been made between MORRFIC and the radial density profiles generated
by the RF–dependent transport code, SOLT.

In the future we hope to replace the vacuum sheath layer with an appropriate non–
linear boundary condition to speed the code and allow convergence of the sheath fields.
We also intend to use of the 2–D diffusive transport module in MORRFIC to more
consistently analyze flows along private flux tubes in the edge, and simulate RF self–
generated plasma with gas recycling.
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